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The economic base of many once-declining rural areas is now

improving and new growth centers are appearing.

All of this is not to argue that new communities are not needed;

they are. But many of the original arguments advanced on their behalf

are no longer valid, if, indeed, they ever were.






3.	 However, the Federal government should continue to provide incentives

to encourage pre-serviced Limited scale development and new com-

munities to meet a number of emerging national needs

a) New Towns-Tn Town

Two classes of problems in the core areas of our cities prompt

further refinement of the concept of New Towns-In Town.

Many older industrial cities of the country now suffer from substan-

tial changes in their economic and social functions. As their populations

decline and rates of out-migration increase the magnitude of abandoned

neighborhoods and obsolescent core areas will increase.

Other rapidly developing cities confront the need to accommodate

expansion with balanced developments.

The purposes of New Towns-In Towns are ill-defined in present

legislation. The tools available are insufficient. By definition. New Towns-
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In Town require greater public intervention in their execution than other

forms of development.

New Towns-In Town are not, or should not be, latter day instances

of urban renewal. They should not be modern enclaves within the city, but

a means for modernizing the economic and social city itself, a means for

achieving a new and improved pattern of city living and working.

b) Satellite Communities

As more local communities impose new controls and conditions upon

new urban developments, pre-serviced developments, perhaps involving

advanced land acquisition or reservation by a public agency, will become

an important tool for shaping metropolitan development. A Federal

program should operate as an incentive and bonus for state and local

authorities undertaking such a program as well as a subsidy for the parti-

cipating developer or developers. Such undertakings should attempt to

foster innovation in efficient land use, transportation, housing, energy

conservation, and environmental protection.

c) Free-Standing Communities

Although all American towns began as free-standing new towns at

some time in the last several hundred years, only a small number were

undertaken by a single developer. There has been almost no experience

with this type in the recent past, Soul City in North Carolina being the only
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present example. To discuss national needs and programs it would he

best to subdivide this class of developments because there are distinct

types of free-standing new towns.

Soul City represents a social experiment and as such has unique

needs in almost every aspect of its development -- from design to finance.

It represents a peculiar niche in the relationship it has to national objectives

and the resultant claim it can make on national resources in the form of

grants-in-aid and special assistance. It is conceivable that the national

government would want to provide special assistance to a number of other

demonstration communities of this kind.

Theoretically, there is a kind of potential free-standing new com-

munity that would serve as a new farm-market or regional center for a

rural or hinterland areas. Practically, however, it is hard to see where

these might exist. Because of the way the country developed, it already

has an adequate network of small towns capable cf absorbing more growth

than they are getting. The concentration of Federal assistance in an

existing community that may be developing into a growth center is more

likely.

But a third category of free-standing new community based on the

extraction of natural resources, the construction of pipelines, and the like,

is likely to eventuate in significant numbers as the nation attempts to reduce

its international dependencies for energy and materials.
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Resource based new communities differ in several respects from

other categories of new community. Some of the same tools for their

planning and development may be useful, but distinct standards and

objectives should apply to their development and to considerations for

Federal grants.

The inhabitants of these communities will have far different

preferences in housing, recreation, services, etc. than those of other

classes of new communities. They will be less interested in community

innovation for its own sake.

The national interest will be in seeing that these new centers are

developed on a base unlikely to lead to the same "boom and bust" cycle

of resource-based communities in the past.

4.	 The approach ta-serviced_develqnt and new communities

should not be standardized. but provide for a flexible mix of Federal

assistance that can he tailored to the purpose of the project and the

peculiar needs of the_region_in which it is located It is necessary

that the purposes of these various categories of development be

defined and the assistance for which they are eligible tailored to meet

their requirements.
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IV.

FINDINGS
ON

STATUTORY ADEQUACY OF TITLE VII





1.	 There is no fatal inadequacy in Title VII which has contributed to the

current financial situation of the assisted new community projects The

statute should be retained but modified in the future when national urban

policy is more adequately defined

Title VII has been a step forward in the evaluation of U.S. urban

policy. Despite the excessive expectations it contains in comparison to

the funds and mechanisms provided under it, the statute provided most of

the basic tools needed to stimulate more pre-serviced urban developments.

The difficulty was that only two out of nine programs were funded. There

is some question about the wisdom of limiting the amount of guarantees

available to a developer to levels well below those required for a major

new community. The grants required for the present projects are roughly

equivalent to the cost of two F-15 fighter planes.

In a sense, the statue is modeled on the nation's historical assistance

to the ship building industry and merchant marine in providing financial

incentives and guarantees to private entrepreneurs in order to accomplish

a national purpose.

The loan guarantees and concept of pre-servicing in advance of

development were innovations beyond those contained in the urban renewal

and housing legislation of the past.
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2.	 The focus of the program should be adjusted to accord with what is needed

and can be accomplished.

Some of the intent of the older Title IV and Title X programs should

be restored. Conflicting objectives were introduced when the concept of

new communities was added to the older objectives.

The idea of pre-servicing--of building streets, utilities, and

services with advance capacity for accommodating future growth was an

!nnovation that began with Title X and should be retained. It has been con-

fused with scale.

The idea of large scale from Title IV was then confused with new

communities.

New communities have been confused with growth policy. And

growh policy has been confused with social policy.

The purposes of the statute should be clarified and modified so that

not just comprehensive new communities, but other pre-serviced forms of

urban development can be assisted.

3.	 The statute's intended incentives for state and local governments except

for supplementary ants have not been funded Congress should strengthen

Title VII to provide incentives to state and local governments to promote

pre-serviced urban development and new communities including the creation

of state and local mechanisms for land assembly and land banking

The statue does not provide assistance for land assembly, This

represents a major problem and carrying cost for any developer.
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Nearly all other countries engaged in systematic new town develop-

ment utilize public mechanisms for land assembly and for scheduling land

into development. Only at that point do private developers enter the picture.

There are those who question whether, given over economic and

political traditions, public mechanisms for this purpose can or should be

created.

However, New York in its Urban Development Corporation and a

number of other states in their authorization of community development

districts and authorities clearly indicate that the potential for devising

uniquely American responses to this problem are possible providing adequate

encouragement, support, and cooperation is available from the Federal

Government.

One of the fundamental problems for developers engaged in new

community development is the protracted time involved in carrying a

comprehensive project through to completion.

A normal sub-division requires 3 to 5 years for completion. De-

velopers can handle the cash flow and market uncertainties involved in a

time span of that length.

A potential innovation that would make new community development

much more feasible for developers would he to reduce the carrying periods

to 3 - 7 years through the release into development of village-sized tracts,
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a tract at a time, with the total area for the eventual new community held

by a public entity and released for development a tract at a time. The

guarantees would be available for pre-service village size tracts.

4.	 Congress should assure that existing obligations to already approved projects

are honored It should consider revising Title VIT to require that adequate

state and local mechanisms exist to aid in implementing and rinaneing1ro	

in the future There is a regions] and local interest as much as a

Federal interest in these developments and future Federal aid should be

predicated on state and local participation.

5.	 While Title VII is adequate in the assisiance it provides (if funded to meet

rn	 fits objectives, the administrative and financial issues involved in

!P_lementation_of the projects may warrant substantial revision in the future.

However, these revisions_should await and be accon'lpanied by

concerted proposals_[or the reformu]aLionof national urban growth polic

Without thjpUc-q coordination and consolidation needed to orchestrate all thc

Fedcra1flgranjJi1j acti np urban dove]opment, irnay of the efforts to i rn-

proveti}jJ2jcrpSo[de\clO1jmcnt_are bound for frustration

In attempting to reformulate our urban_policies we should be careful

to seLnflrate new counnunitles into but one element, and a relatively minor

one 2iu0l1aP0e.

Additionally, the definition of what is meant by an urban rrowth

policy requires substantial refinement
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The definition in Title VII is too all encompassing to be operational.

So too is the meaning given to the term in the President's Report on

National Growth and Development.

To he useful the meaning should be restricted to those policies in

housing_and_community development which impinge more or less

directly on the physicaL development_of our communities, states, and

regions.

6.	 Congress should continue to require that Fede rally-assisted proj ects

embrace certain national social objectives particularly with respect

to the provision of low and moderate income housing and racially

integrated communities. But the Federal government should he

prepared_to_help carry some o the costs involved and no project

should he burdened excessively with social programs having little

relevance to the main_purposes_of the project.

7.	 Congress should assure that these projects are not disadvantaged by

changes in grant-in-aid_Programs_which eliminate the_opportunity for

them to receive the same kinds of support that incremental developers

receive. Since new_community developers are for the most part.

non-goiernmental they are not receiving the benefits of Federal

infrastructure grants.___Incremental developers do receive these benefits
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.through he provision of services,__utilities and arteriats by local

governments_-
-_elements frequently provided in now communities

by the developer. Set asides of grant funds for new communities is

one alternative. Direct appropriation or ear-marked funds is another.
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V.

FINDINGS ON ECONOMICS OF NEW COMMUNITY PROJECTS

The economic difficulties of the program have been thoroughly

analyzed and published by the Executive Branch, the General Accounting

Office, and the Investigative Staff of the Committee on Appropriations,

U.S. House of Representatives.

These findings will not be needlessly reiterated in this report.

1.	 The economic projections and assumptions of many Title VII projects

were undoubtedly inadequate Excessively optimistic assumptions

guaranteed trouble.. Without substantial gyants the developers will

have difficulty surviving.

2.	 There is great questions based on experience so far, whether

developers can carry the costs of infrastructure and land given the

protracted periods before a positive cash flow begins in such projecis

It may prove imperative as in other countries to create public

mechanisms for this purpose

3.	 Re-financing is inevitable but it should he based on a far more

gorous and temperate analysis than that heretofore submitted Re-

financing so long as it is responsibly accomplished is perfectly

normal and should not be an undue source of controversy. The pjJejj

private industry is to rollover debt every 3-5 years A similar

pattern may be necessary to make new community development

viable for private developers in the V S
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4.	 It should he borne in mind that there is nothing unique about

the financial problems of new communities given the financial

difficulties that have afflicted the entire real estate industry in

the current recession In fact there is some reason to believe that

Title VII helped some developers weather the recession

5.	 Delays in governmental decisions at all levels impose substantial

costs on developers Additionally some constancy of commitment

on the part of government is essential for long term financial planning

Experience to date raises the question as to whether public agencies

outside the regular custodial structure of government--perhaps a

governmenlly -chartered corporation--would provide a more constant

and competent form of governmental administration for the program

6.	 Developers of new communities under Title VII should not he expected to

carry the high front end costs involved if they are at a competitive

disadvantage with other developers in gaining the benefits of Federal

grants for basic infrastruclure and services
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VI.

FINDINGS ON ADMINISTRATION





The administrative difficulties of the program have also been analyzed

and reported by Congressional and Executive agencies and need not be reported

in this report.

1.	 A prime source of administrative difficulty within the government is

thepposition of the Executive itself to the program This resulted in

the failure t2_vide funds for most of the authorities under the Act thus

mandating some degree of failure This inevitably affected the lower level

administration of the program generating a constant turnover in personnel

2.	 There has reportedhrbeen considerable improvement in administrative

competence and_staffingJhe past six months

3.	 Nevertheless, theprogram has not been effectively related to other

government rograms and has no high level leadership or interest

Within the Department of lTou	 and Devejmnt itself,Jroram con-

filets have hampered efficient implementation of the projects

4.	 Similar problems exist at other levels of government and there appears

to be a need for creating a linked governmental procedure for new community

development

5,	 Several developers have been equally culpable in not pursuing sound

administrative and management practices
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	RECOMMENDED WITNESSES	
FOR HEARINGS	

ON
NATIONAL URBAN GROWTH POLICY AND NEW COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT





In considering future actions in connection with the development of urban
growth policy and new communities the following persons could make significant
contributions to the Committee's deliberations:

William Alonso, Professor of Economics
University of California (Berkeley)

Brian Berry, Professor of Geography
University of Chicago

Dale Bertsch, Executive Director
Miami Valley Regional Commission
Dayton, Ohio

Reuben Clark, Attorney-at-Law
Wilmer, Cutler, Pickering
Washington, D. C.

Lester Gross, President
J-larbison Development Corporation
Columbia, S. C.

Jonathan Howes
Center for Urban and Regional Studies
University of North Carolina

Marshall Kaplan, General Manager
Flower Mound
Lewisville, Texas

Edward Lamont, Vice President
Morgan Guaranty and Trust Company
New York City

Warren Lindquist
Rockefeller Family Associates

Dorothy Muncy
Industrial Planning and Development Consultant
Arlington, Va.

A critical view of urban
policy

Another view of urban policy





On the role of state and local
governments





On improvements to Title VII






On the financial requirements of
developers





On the social aspects of new
communities





On administrative and financial
issues in Title VI





On financial issues in Title VII






On alternative financing
mechanisms

On industrial development
aspects of new communities
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William Njcoson, Consultant
Washington, D. C.

Michael Spear
James Vt. Rouse Co.
Columbia, Maryland

Anne Stuhbs
Council of State Governments

Ralph Taylor
Fort Lincoln Project
Washington, D C,

Wilbur Thompson, Professor of Economics
Wayne State University

John Turner, President
Friendswood Development Co.
Houston, Texas

Bernard Wcissbourd
Metropolitan Structures, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

James Wilson, President
Interstate Genera] Corporation
St. Charles. Maryland

On the development and
administration of Title VII

On problems of new community
development





Onthe role of states in new
community development

On new towns-in town






On national urban policy





On private financing issues






On national urban policy






On private development issues
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]UfS IA IC1 I AND ICVA Li A'I'IONS OF
UHVllWll) IN THIS SlIkVl-~Y






Congressional

Oversight Ilearing_on TITD New Communities Program before the
Subcommittee on flanking and Currency, house of, Hepresentatives,
May 30 & 31, 1973, L1SOPO, Washington. 1973.

Deal chiefly with HUD's administration of the program;
hopeful that a new administrator will have a major posi-
tive impact; critical of the potentials of developing new
towns-in-towns with available tools.





Comptroller General of the 11. S., Report to the Congress - Getting
the New Communities Program Started: Progress and Problems
USGAO, Washington, November 15, 1974.

Critical of developers, but more critical of DUD; reviewed
in depth four of the ten projects approved for 1-IUD assis-
tance as of 1/1174; concludes that the state of the art and
monitoring for marketing and fi nanac i al feasibility studies
are inadequate; finds that collateral for guarantees may be
inadequate; recommends that additional legislation may be
necessary to provide incentives for new towns other than
satellites - new towns-in-towns, growth centers, free
standing types; DUD claims to be taking corrective mea-
sures.





Committee on Appropriations, Investigative Staff, Ii. S. [louse of
Representatives - Report on Federal Assistance to New Communities.

A critical review.





Governmental

Citizen's Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality, Task Force
on Land Use and Urban Growth, The Pse of Land: A. Cilizens' Action
Guide to Urban Growth, Thomas Y. C rowe11 Company, N V 1973.

Concludes that new comnmlin it ies have the greatest oppor-
tunities for high quality urban growth among the possible
lo rm s of growl!).
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Heal Estate Research Corporation for (IQ, liii), nad EPA, l'SG I '0,

The Costs of Sprawl USG PO, Washington, April, 1974.

Finds that high density planned development is the more

cost effective and energy conserving than less planned and

more sprawling types or development.





Brian Berry, et al. - Land Use Urban Form and Environmental

Quality - A Study for the Department of Geography, University of

Chicago for the Office of Research and Development, Environmental

Protection Agency. University of Chicago Press, 1974.

Echoes findings in The Costs of Sprawl





Department of Il ous i ng and Urban Development, Evaluati on of the New

Communities Program and Policy Options, DUD, Washington.





''A New Beginning'', a memorandum to the Board of Directors of the

(New) Community Development Corporation, July, 1973.

Delineates issues requiring resolution by the Secretary,
Board and General Manager, respectively, in order to

achieve the potential for the program





''Federal Research and New Communities'', a memorandum to the

General Manager, August, 1973.

Outlines a rationale for a concerted interagency research

effort concerning new communities at both the policy and

program levels; briefly describes a policy framework for

operating research, development., demonstrotion, and

evaluation programs as well as technical assistance

through a new communities service center (similar to

those involved with model cities, OlDO and EDA).





Magazines

Systems Tluilding News New Community Digests, 1973 & 1974, Chicago,
(coordinated by Ilarton-Asclurian Associates, Jnc:oTporale(l).

II ighly useful overviews of the new coinmnrini i es program from

both the public and private perspectives.
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Jacobs, Scott, Planning ''New Towns - Or' Ghost Towns? '', AS P0,

Chicago. January 1975.

Concise evaluation of ti-n impact of the economy and lItll)'s
administration on the new communities program.





Academic

Harvey Perloff, Modernizing the Central City: New Towns, In Towns and

Beyond.




A hook on the utility of New-Towns, In-Town for future
urban redevelopment.





William Alooso, ''What Are New Towns for?', Working Paper No. 108,
Research Conference of tie Committee on Urban Economics, 1969.

A critical evaluation of the New Towns Strategy.





William Nicoson,	 ''The Battle for Federal Support of New Towns; A

Policy Memoir	 (unpublished manus en p1).





Chirley F. Weiss, et al., ''New Town Research Series'', University of
North Carolina.

A survey of New Community residents that produces results
critical of many assumptions underlying New Town develop-
ment.





Urban Larri Institute - New Communities Questionnaire.





Private

John 13. Turner, Jr., ''The Coverome nI, The Developer, and The Public",
Address before Texas Chapter, American institute of Planners, November 16,
1974.
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I )orothy A. Jvluncy, ''A Credo for Now Communities and Indusfry",
Remarks before Annual Conference of American Society or Planning
Officials, 1971.





Richard L. Weiss, ''What Went Wrong?''. American Law Institute -

American Bar Association Seminar on Heal Estate, January 24, 1975.





'Comments on Proposed 8-112 (Growth Unit or Neighborhood Unit)
Resolution for the NAIJ13'', January 1974.

Points out requirements for peaceful coexistence between
new towns and growth units.

''National human Services Delivery Systems', Human Services for New
Communities, a study by the New Community De elopnient Foundation
Incorporated funded by the Ford Foundation, Washington, May 1974
(draft).




Describes possible strategies for providing services and
relates them to the New Federalism and the new communities

program.




